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VISUAL TRANSFER FOR REINFORCEMENT LEARNING VIA GRADIENT
PENALTY BASED WASSERSTEIN DOMAIN CONFUSION
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Abstract. It is pretty challenging to transfer learned policies among different visual environments. The
recently proposed Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Policy Optimization (WAPPO) attempts to over-
come this difficulty by definitely learning a representation, which is sufficient to express the originating
and the target domains simultaneously. Specifically, WAPPO uses the Wasserstein Confusion target
function to force reinforcement learning (RL) agents to learn the mapping from visually different envi-
ronments to domain-independent expressions, thereby achieving better domain adaptation performance
in RL. However, WAPPO uses weight clipping to strengthen the Lipschitz continuity of the Wasser-
stein Confusion target function, which results in poor manifestation. In this paper, we present Gradient
Penalty based Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Policy Optimization (GPWAPPO), a new approach for
the visual transfer in RL that learns to match the distributions of distilled characteristics between an
originating domain and the objective domain. Specifically, we propose a new target function, Gradient
Penalty-based Wasserstein Confusion (GPWC), which uses selective clipping weights to catch up with
the gradient norm of the target function relative to its input. GPWAPPO is superior to the previous
methods in visual transfer and triumphantly transfers strategies across Visual Cartpole and 16 OpenAI
Procgen domains.
Keywords. Gradient penalty; Reinforcement learning; Visual transfer; Wasserstein distance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Deep reinforcement learning (RL) enables agents to address complex voluntarily, standing
issues based on pixel input, such as Atari games [1, 2]. However, reinforcement learning
agents cannot learn from errors without undermining equipment in high-stake areas, such as
autonomous cars. The better way to deal with this issue is to train the agent in the analog do-
main and migrate the learned policy to the actual world. However, deep RL agents trained in an
identical environment cannot solve the same potential problems in environments with different
visual inputs [3, 4]. The main reason is a real gap when transferring from the originating domain
to the objective environment [5, 6]. In deep supervised learning (SL), this problem can be solved
by smoothly learning functions using data enrichment [7], dropout [8], and normalization [9].
However, these methods still cannot be generalized to deep RL [3]. The main key point is that
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the transfer between different RL tasks is similar to the adaptation of the supervisory domain in
which the data points used in the source task and the target task come from different distribu-
tions [10, 11]. These methods often require a good deal of source domains to migrate or adapt to
the target environment [12, 13]. Some recent research works aligned the feature distributions of
different environments more clearly by assuming that agents can access the pairwise correlation
of states in various domains [14, 15]. Other research work used the style transfer network to
”translate” the objective environment state before processing the source environment state [16].
Further research efforts try to learn a kind of causal structure behind the visual Markov decision
process (MDP) family to obtain a causal expression isolated of the environment and successful
transfer [17]. Recently, Roy and Konidaris proposed a Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Policy
Optimization (WAPPO) method for visual transfer in RL [10]. This algorithm learns to match
the distribution of distilled characteristics between the originating and objective tasks. There is
no need to add additional calculations or hypothetical visits to the coupled correlations of the
observed states during the inference process. Specifically, WAPPO trains an RL agent to ap-
proximate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the feature distributions from the originating task
and the objective task by minimizing the distance of the Wasserstein Confusion target function
[18, 19]. However, WAPPO uses weight clipping to strengthen the Lipschitz constraint of the
Wassersestein Confusion target function, which often leads to poor performance.

In this paper, we present Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Policy
Optimization (GPWAPPO), a new approach that learns to match distributions of distilled char-
acteristics between an originating and objective domain without accessional extra calculation
during deduction or supposing access to coupled relations of states. By contemporaneously
training an RL agent to address an originating task and minimizing the distance between distri-
butions of distilled characteristics from the originating and objective environments, our method
can seamlessly migrate to the objective environment. To enforce the Lipschitz constraint, we
introduce a new objective function, Gradient Penalty-based Wasserstein Confusion (GPWC).
When using GPWAPPO, the similar densities in the target and source features are clustered
together to align their distributions, eventually leading to higher rewards. In this way, our pro-
posed GPWAPPO algorithm surpasses the previous visual transfer approaches and triumphantly
transfer strategies across Visual Cartpole and 16 OpenAI Procgen environments.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we begin with a brief exposition of the RL
notions. Section 3 provides a brief review of transfer RL approaches, an introduction to visual
transfer in RL and a concise review of adversarial distribution alignment. Section 4 provides
our GPWAPPO algorithm. In Section 5, we present the experiments on several experimental
environments to verify the effectiveness of our proposed method. Section 6, which is also the
last section, concludes this paper.

2. BACKGROUND

Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) is the most advanced strategy gradient method for deep
RL[1]. It parameterizes the strategy πϑ (a|s) and the value function Vϑ (s) that shares most of
its weight and splits it after the ”feature extraction” part of the strategy net. The value net is
trained to reduce the error of mean square Lvalue =

1
n∑

N
i=1(Vϑ (s)−R)2, where R stands for

the reward. The strategy net is trained to reduce

Lpolicy =−Êt [min(rt(ϑ) ˆAt ,clip(rt(ϑ),1−υ ,1+υ) ˆAt)],
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where Ê stands for the empirical expectation average at time step t, ˆAt stands for the benefit of
experience at timestep t, r(ϑ) = πϑ (at |st)

πϑold(at |st)
stands for the rate of adopting action at given state

st between the present and anterior strategies, and υ stands for a hyper-parameter.

3. RELATED WORK

3.1. Transfer in reinforcement learning. Transfer in RL can be divided into dynamic trans-
fer, knowledge representation-based transfer, and goal-based transfer, where the state, action,
transfer function, or reward and function of the environment are different [20, 21]. Transfer in
RL aims to learn a strategy that can be perfectly trained on the originating MDP while obtaining
an equivalent target reward on the target MDP.

Domain randomization is the most fashionable zero-sample transfer method in reinforcement
learning. In domain randomization, the agent is trained on a set of n originating tasks to clan-
destinely learn knowledge representations and strategies wealthy for zero-sample transfer to the
n+ 1 mission [22, 23, 24, 25]. Some research works directly solved the problem of dynamic
transfer when the transfer function changes under the assumption that the state, action, and re-
ward are the same [22, 23]. Some research works parameterized the transfer function in MDP
and learned the conditional strategies that can be transferred between such tasks [24, 25]. Other
research works through generating curriculums to help agents learn general strategies that adapt
to different dynamic MDPs [26].

3.2. Visual transfer in reinforcement learning. Visual transfer occurs in the family M re-
lated to M ∈M . Block MDP is a subset of POMDP, which has a transmission function but
no observation function [27, 28]. Both of these functions map from the hidden state to the
observation value. Still, the observation value generated by the emission function is defined
as Markovian and can uniquely identify its corresponding underlying state. In addition, Block
MDP can be extended to real-world applications, such as transferring robot reinforcement learn-
ing simulation to reality. To transfer from the world of emulation to the actual world, the agent
must transfer between tasks with different observations and the same basic state, action, transfer
function, and reward [29].

Other research works suppose that the image pairs from the originating and target environ-
ments have markers and align the cross-domain feature distribution by minimizing the pairing
distance [30, 31]. However, the speed of collecting sample pairs of originating and target envi-
ronments with the same potential state will decrease rapidly as the complexity of the state space
boosts. Therefore, such approaches are often impractical or impractical in practice.

By training the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to project input pictures to output
pictures with the same semantics but different styles, the supervised domain adaptation, and
style transfer methods can transform the pictures into diverse ”styles,” such as the style of
celebrated painters [32, 33]. On the contrary, in complex visual reinforcement learning tasks,
the number of pixels occupied by essential elements such as player characters is small, and
its priority is low [34]. Although style transfer increases computation complexity and relies
on image reconstruction, GAN and supervised domain transfer methods can align distributions
without these shortcomings.
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3.3. Adversarial distribution alignment. The domain adaptation method based on supervised
learning adopts a GAN-like way to match the internal representation of the cross-domain classi-
fier to solve the supervised classification similar to the visual transfer in reinforcement learning
[22, 23]. This type of method minimizes different distribution alignment targets by reducing
the classification accuracy of the adversarial network [22, 23].

However, the alignment distribution of adversarial algorithms like GAN is volatile and tends
to problems such as mode collapse [35]. In addition, it is often impossible to minimize the JS
divergence between two distributions in some cases [35]. Wasserstein GAN solves these two
issues by replacing the oppositional classifier with an oppositional evaluator, avoiding model
collapse by reducing the Wasserstein-1 distance between the actual and false distributions [35].
In reality, it is often impossible to directly calculate the value of Wasserstein-1 distance. Gen-
erally, Kantorovich-Rubinstein duality is used to reparameterize it for calculation.

3.4. Wasserstein adversarial proximal policy optimization. The goal of the Wasserstein Ad-
versarial Proximal Policy Optimization (WAPPO) method is to branch out into a representation
function eϑ ,(s,t) to approximate the first-rank representing function e∗s,t [10]. WAPPO defines the
representing function eϑ as the first few layers of an RL network with a parameter ϑ . To learn
domain-independent knowledge representations, WAPPO jointly learns to solve the originating
task Ms, and in the meantime, uses adversarial methods to match the representation distribu-
tions from the originating task Ms and the objective task Mt . Its mathematical expression is as
follows: LWAPPO = LPPO +λLWC, where LPPO is the loss of the policy network [10], λ is a
constant weight, and LWC is the Wasserstein Confusion loss:

LWC = W (Ps,Pt) = Ex∼Ps[ f (eϑ (x))]−Ex̃∼Pt [ f (eϑ (x̃))],

where f represents the confrontational critic.
To make WAPPO stable training, WAPPO uses the same method as WGAN to tailor the

weights of LWC to a compact space [−c,c] to implement Lipschitz constraints on LWC. How-
ever, the interaction between the weight constraints and the cost function will cause the gradient
to disappear or explode without the need to carefully adjust the clipping threshold c, which ul-
timately leads to poor performance.

4. GRADIENT PENALTY BASED WASSERSTEIN ADVERSARIAL PROXIMAL POLICY

OPTIMIZATION

In this section, we propose Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Pol-
icy Optimization (GPWAPPO), a new approach for visual transfer in RL that learns to match
the distributions of distilled characteristics between an originating and objective task. Specif-
ically, we introduce a new objective function, Gradient Penalty-based Wasserstein Confusion
(GPWC), to enforce the Lipschitz constraint. Its mathematical expression is as follows:

LGPWAPPO = LPPO +λLGPWC,

where

LGPWC = Ex∼Ps[ f (eϑ (x))]−Ex̃∼Pt [ f (eϑ (x̃))]+ γExε∼Pxε
[(‖∇xε

f (eϑ (xε))‖2−1)2],

where xε = εx+(1− ε)x̃ and 0≤ ε ≤ 1.
We adopt Pxε

sampling evenly along the line between pairs of data points sampled from the
data distribution Ps and the generator distribution Pt . This is because the optimal critic contains a
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straight line with gradient norm 1 connecting the coupling data points from Ps and Pt (as shown
in Theorem 4.1). In this way, our method can encourage the gradient of the standard toward
1 rather than stay below it. Empirically, this does not seem to constrain the cirtic network
too much probably because the optimal GAWAPPO critic network anyway has gradients with
norm 1 almost everywhere under Ps and Pt in most regions in between. In addition, we use
layer regularization instead of batch regularization to penalize the norm of each input critic
gradient independently [35]. The main reason is that batch regularization converts the mode of
the discriminator issue from a simplex input to a single output mapping to a batch input to a
batch output mapping, making our penalty training target no longer valid in this case.

Theorem 4.1. Let Ps and Pt be two distributions in U , an impact metric space. There is a 1-
lipschitz function h∗, which is the optimum solution of max‖h‖L≤1 Ez∼Ps[(h(z))]−Ex∼Pt [(h(x))].
Let ξ be the optimal coupling between Ps and Pt , formalized as W (Ps,Pt)= infξ∈∏(Ps,Pt)E(x,z)∼ξ [‖
x− z ‖], where ∏(Ps,Pt) is the set of simultaneous distributions ξ (x,z) whose marginal distri-
butions are Ps and Pt , separately. Subsequently, if h∗ is derivable, ξ (x = z) = 0, and xε =
εx+(1− ε)z with 0≤ ε ≤ 1, then P(x,z)∼ξ [∇h∗(xε) =

z−xε

‖z−xε‖ ] = 1.

Proof. Since U is an impact metric space, we see from [35] that there is an optimal h∗. More-
over, according to [35], we also know that if ξ is an optimal coupling, then P(x,z)∼ξ [h∗(z)−
h∗(x) =‖ z−x ‖] = 1. Let (x,z) be such that h∗(z)−h∗(x) =‖ z−x ‖. We can suppose that x 6= z
as well since this occurs under ξ with probability 1. Let ϕ(ε) = h∗(xε)−h∗(x). We define that
ϕ(ε) =‖ xε−x ‖= ε ‖ z−x ‖. Let ε,ε ′ ∈ [0,1]. Then, | ϕ(ε)−ϕ(ε ′) |=‖ h∗(xε)−h∗(xε ′) ‖]≤‖
xε − xε ′ ‖≤| ε− ε ′ |‖ x− z ‖ . Thus, ϕ is ‖ z− x ‖-Lipschitz. This in turn implies that

| ϕ(1)−ϕ(0) | ≤ (1− ε) ‖ x− z ‖+ϕ(ε)−ϕ(0)≤ (1− ε) ‖ x− z ‖+ε ‖ x− z ‖=‖ x− z ‖ .

However, | ϕ(1)−ϕ(0) |= h∗(z)−h∗(x) =‖ z−x ‖. Hence, the inequality above is virtually an
equality. In particular, | ϕ(1)−ϕ(0) |= ε ‖ x− z ‖ and ϕ(0) = h∗(0)− h∗(0) = 0. Therefore,
ϕ(ε) = ε ‖ x− z ‖. Let ν = z−xε

‖z−xε‖ =
z−((1−ε)x−εz)
‖z−((1−ε)x−εz)‖ =

z−x
‖z−x‖ . Observe that h∗(xε)− h∗(x) =

ϕ(ε) = ε ‖ x− z ‖. One has h∗(xε) = h∗(x)+ ε ‖ x− z ‖. It follows that

∂

∂ν
h∗(xε) = lim

δ→0

h∗(xε +δν)−h∗(xε)

δ

= lim
δ→0

h∗(x+ ε(z− x)+ δ

‖z−x‖(z− x))−h∗(xε)

δ

= lim
δ→0

h∗(x
ε+ δ

‖z−x‖
)−h∗(xε)

δ

= lim
δ→0

h∗(x)+(ε + δ

‖z−x‖) ‖ x− z ‖ −(h∗(xε)− ε ‖ x− z ‖)
δ

= 1.

If h∗ is derivable at xε , we set that ‖ ∇h∗(xε) ‖≤ 1 because it is a 1-Lipschitz function. Thus, ν

is as a normalized vector
1≤‖ ∇h∗(xε) ‖2 = 〈ν ,∇h∗(xε)〉2+ ‖ ∇h∗(xε)−〈ν ,∇h∗(xε)〉ν ‖2

=| ∂

∂ν
h∗(xε) |+ ‖ ∇h∗(xε)−ν

∂

∂ν
h∗(xε) ‖2

= 1+ ‖ ∇h∗(xε)−ν ‖2≤ 1.
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The fact that the two extremes of the inequation coincide represents that it is both an equality
and 1 = 1+ ‖ ∇h∗(xε)−ν ‖2. So, ‖ ∇h∗(xε)−ν ‖2= 0, and thus ∇h∗(xε) = ν . This demon-
strates that ∇h∗(xε) =

(z−xε )
‖z−xε‖ . Hence, if (x,z) have the nature that h∗(z)−h∗(x) =‖ z−x ‖, then

∇h∗(xε) =
(z−xε )
‖z−xε‖ . Since this occurs with probability 1 under ξ , one has

P(x,z)∼ξ [∇h∗(xε) =
(z− xε)

‖ z− xε ‖
] = 1.

This completes the proof. �

The discrepancy in manifestation between GPWAPPO and other methods can be interpreted
as follows. Consider the simplex Ωn = {q ∈ Rn : qi ≥ 0,∑i qi = 1}, and and the set of nodes on
the simplex Zn = {q ∈ Rn : qi ∈ (0,1),∑i qi = 1} ⊂Ωn. If we have a vocabulary of size n and a
distribution Ps over a series of size K, then we have that Pt is a distribution on ZK

n = Zn×···×Zn.
Since V K

n is a subset of ΩK
n , we can also consider Ps as a distribution over ΩK

n . Ps is a discrete
distribution on ΩK

n , but Ps can easily be a continuous distribution on ΩK
n . The way this behaves

is that, in GPWAPPO, the Lipschitz restriction restricts the critic net to offer linear gradients
from all ΩK

n to the true points in ZK
n . An advantage of our method is that its objective loss is

related to sample quality and can converge to a minimum value. Furthermore, in GPWAPPO,
the training loss increases gradually even as the validation loss decreases.

The Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Policy Optimization (GP-
WAPPO) approach is as follows:

Algorithm 1 Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Policy Optimization
(GPWAPPO)
Require: The gradient regularization factor γ , the amount of critic repeats each generator iter-

ation ncritic, the time steps ntimesteps, RMSProp hyperparameters α .
Ensure: Optimal ϑ ∗

1: while ϑ has not converged do
2: for t = 0, ...,ntimesteps do
3: for j = 0, ...,ncritic do
4: Sample {ss,i}m

i=1 ∼Ps a batch f rom the source domain
5: Sample {st,i}m

i=1 ∼Pt a batch f rom the target domain bu f f er
6: sε,i = εss,i +(1− ε)st,i

7: ςω ← ∇ω [
1
m∑

m
i=1 fω(hϑ (ss,i))− 1

m∑
m
i=1 fω(hϑ (st,i))

+ 1
m∑

m
i=1 γ(‖∇sep,i{ω(hϑ (sep,i))‖2−1)2]

8: ω ← ω +α×RMSProp(ω,ςω)
9: end for

10: Sample a batch o f {ss,i,as,i,rs,i}m
i=1 and {st,i}m

i=1 f rom the source domain and
target domain bu f f er respectively

11: ςϑ ← ∇ϑ [− 1
m∑

m
i=1 fω(hϑ (ss,i))+

1
m∑

m
i=1 fω(hϑ (st,i))

+L (ss,1,as,1,rs,1, ...,ss,m,as,m,rs,m)]
12: ϑ ← ϑ +α×RMSProp(ω,ςϑ )
13: end for
14: end while
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5. EXPERIMENT

We show the effectiveness of our approach in transfer performance compared to PPO and
WAPPO algorithms in Visual Cartpole and 16 OpenAI Procgen experimental environments
[36, 37]. We adopt the neural network framework provided by [10, 38] as the baseline (as
shown in Figure 1). This framework consists of the convolutional neural network element from
the Impala net, which is shared between the strategy and value elements of Proximal Policy
Optimization(PPO). The value and strategy network then branch each have one FC level which
outputs the strategy or value, separately.

FIGURE 1. Network framework.

We adopt the reward of each mission and the standardization reward of all tasks as the perfor-
mance evaluation criteria. The normalized return is obtained by averaging the standardization
rewards of each mission, Rstand = (R−Rmin)

(Rmax−Rmin)
, where R represents the reward vector, Rmin and

Rmax means each environment respectively minimum and maximum returns. This score evalu-
ates how well each algorithm performs on the source and target tasks.

FIGURE 2. Experimental results on Visual Cartpole.
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5.1. Visual cartpole. Firstly, we present the expected average score on the experimental envi-
ronment Visual Cartpole, which is a variation of the normal Cartpole domain [36], where the
observations are the Cartpole’s RGB image instead of position and velocity. The colors of carts,
poles, backgrounds, tracks, and axles are different in different domains. In this experimental
environment, we adopt the learning rate of 5× 10−4. We also use Adam Optimizer [39] and
RMSProp Optimizer [40] for training the RL agent in the A2C, PPO, WAPPO, and GPWAPPO.
The adversarial network consists of 9 stacked FC layers of width 512 divided by Leaky ReLU
activation units. Similar to WAPPO [10], when using GPWAPPO, the similar densities in the
target and source features are clustered together to align their distributions, eventually leading
to higher rewards. As shown in Figure 2, we observe that our algorithm performs markedly
better than other approaches in terms of the average expected return.

5.2. OpenAI Procgen. Then, we present the performance on the 16 domains that come from
OpenAI benchmark [37]. In these experimental environments, we adopt the learning rate of
2×10−4. We also use Adam Optimizer [39] and RMSProp Optimizer [40] for training the RL
agent in the A2C, PPO, WAPPO, and GPWAPPO. The adversarial network consists of 8 dense
layers of width 512, divided by Leaky ReLU active function units. As shown in Figure 3-5,
we observe that our approach achieves significantly better than other methods in terms of the
average expected return in 16 environments.

(a) Climber (b) Coinrun

(c) Heist (d) Jumper

FIGURE 3. Experimental comparison results on Climber and Coinrun etc.
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(a) Bossfight (b) Bigfish

(c) Leaper (d) Maze

(e) Miner (f) Ninja

(g) Plunder (h) Startpilot

FIGURE 4. Experimental comparison results in empirical domains Bossfight
and Bigfish etc.
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(a) Dodgeball (b) Fruitbot

(c) Caveflyer (d) Chaser

FIGURE 5. Experimental comparison results in empirical domains Dodgeball
and Fruitbot etc.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presente Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein Adversarial Proximal Pol-
icy Optimization (GPWAPPO), a new approach that learns to match distributions of distilled
characteristics between an originating and objective task without accessional extra calculation
during deduction or supposing access to coupled relations of states. To reinforce the Lipschitz
restriction, we introduce a new objective function, Gradient Penalty based Wasserstein Confu-
sion (GPWC). When using GPWAPPO, the similar densities in the target and source features are
clustered together to align their distributions, eventually leading to higher rewards. In this way,
our method surpasses the previous visual transfer methods and triumphantly transfer strategies
across Visual Cartpole and 16 OpenAI Procgen environments.
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